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Transforming Not-For-Profit Leadership

91%

OF PROGRAM
PARTICIPANTS FEEL
MORE INSPIRED &
EFFECTIVE AS A
LEADER
“I have gained concrete
skills that I can
implement within
my organization
immediately. I feel I
can make more positive
and effective
contributions.”

PHIL ANTHROPIS T S
LIFTED OUR CAPACITY FOR

PROGRAM DELIVERY BY

215%

116

knowledge
philanthropists

{ equipping }

• Arts & Culture
• Community Development
& Housing
• Education & Research
• Environment
• Health
• International Development
• Law & Advocacy
• Philanthropic & Volunteer
• Professional Associations
• Religion
• Social Services
• Sports & Recreation

18

organizations benefited
from sessions donated by
Vantage Point

new learning
opportunities

3

Our volunteer experts are dedicated to giving
their time and sharing their knowledge with our
clients. We call them Knowledge Philanthropists.

{ fulfilling }

137
roles

board fundamentals:
roles & responsibilities
participant

REPRESENTING:

5

ENGAGING KNOWLEDGE

2991
leaders

{ contributing to }

170

learning
opportunities

organizations

“Vantage Point provided us
an opportunity to have open
discussions and make strategic
decisions. We now have structure
in place to effectively grow and
tools to draw from to continue
actualizing our plan. It’s early
days yet, but we are confidently
making – sometimes difficult –
decisions to realize our mission.”
AALIYA AMARSHI
Managing Director,
Carousel Theatre for Young People

{ representing }

504

expanded
programs

ACROSS
BC

“Our combined work enabled us to support
more organizations than ever before
– lifting their capacity and building a
network of generative leaders. Thank you to
all that are part of our vision for a thriving
not-for-profit sector!”

“I was heartened to see the
depth of commitment that
the participants had to their
own leadership development,
to the sector and to the
community.”
JENNIFER BREAKSPEAR
Emerging Leaders Facilitator &
Executive Director, Options for
Sexual Health

DENISE BAKER
Executive Director, Vantage Point

A Thriving Not-For-Profit Sector Led By Strong Leaders
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